
Our fashion 
month focus 
starts here

When returning to your hotel for a refresh is not an 
option, 3.1 Phillip Lim’s 31 Hour tote is your savior. 

Whether worn slung over the shoulder or folded into a 
clutch, it’s roomy enough to hold everything you need.

cool carryall... 
the show bag
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home girls...
ones to watch
Who’ll be flying the street-style flag for New 
York during the shows? Our bets are on the 
glamorous brand consultant Michelle Harper, 
polished entrepreneur Lauren remington 
Platt and colorful casting agent, Natalie Joos. 
Stay tuned – they’ll be ruling blogs and best-
dressed lists everywhere.

laureN remiNgtoN Platt

MicHeLLe HarPer

Natalie JooS Shop new york Style4

Shop 3.1 phillip lim4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Amazing_Totes
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/New_York_Home_Girls


classic vs new…
new YoRK 
hotsPots 

Find out why Le Bain and  
No.8 are the places to see  

and be seen: rollover for more.
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fashion file

uptown goes 
downtown...
oscaR de  
la Renta 
this is ladylike but not as you 
know it. the New York designer 
gives his signature Park avenue 
princess new-season edge with 
down gilets, sequin sweaters  
and fishnet tights.

as fashion month kicks off, we 
catch up with Vogue Italia’s fashion 
editor to find out what she’ll be 
packing and which blogger she’d 
stop to be snapped by… 

NYC essentials...
enRica 
Ponzellini 

QA&
read  
MOre

ii

Shop oScar de la renta4

Get enrica’S look4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Oscar_de_la_Renta
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Enrica_Ponzellini_Style


most wanted
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No one piece captures fall’s opulent mood 
quite like dolce & Gabbana’s sumptuous 
velvet dress. its scarlet shade – the color 
of the season – and layers of luxe tulle 
petticoats make for a princess-style party 
number with modern appeal. Just add 
fabulous heels and heirloom jewels.

Shop Dolce & Gabbana4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Dolce_and_Gabbana


style insider... 
  andrea 
           dellal
Where in the world are you now?
In Ipanema, Rio de Janeiro. 
Where is home – Brazil or Britain? 
Both. I moved to London when I was 
18 and – children and grandchildren 
later – I felt very patriotic at the 
Queen’s Jubilee! But Rio is home,  
too, I was born and have family here.
Your favorite accessory?
Shoes – they can make an outfit.  
I’m very lucky to have a daughter 
[Charlotte Dellal of Charlotte Olympia] 
who makes beautiful shoes.

Your favorite label? 
I collect a lot of different designers, 
but if you look in my wardrobe, it’s 
largely from Dolce & Gabbana. I love 
their dresses; they are perfect for 
my body shape.
Your most memorable moment 
from your model years?
I loved doing the shows for 
Thierry Mugler in Paris. 
They were fabulous. 

 The former model – and mother to a formidable fashion  
family – reveals her secrets to staying glamorous

fashion file

 ‘‘My beauty essential? Creams, creams,      
 creams! I can’t live without them”

                         anDRea DeLLaL
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Andrea Dellal’s essenTIAls

Read
  More

get andrea’s look4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Andrea_Dellal_Style


trend topic...

fall blooms
trend topic...

fall blooms
fashion file

Modern and moody, this season’s florals have a darker edge   

Bottega Veneta

BY niGhT
Fluoro and florals 
are going to be big 
– try Erdem’s bold 

silk gown with 
neon accessories.

SHOP tHe trend4c
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fashion file

Modern and moody, this season’s florals have a darker edge   

Bottega Veneta

BY DaY
Team printed pants 
with gray cashmere 
for an alternative  
to classic black.

BY niGhT
Fluoro and florals 
are going to be big 
– try Erdem’s bold 

silk gown with 
neon accessories.

SHOP tHe trend4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Fall_Blooms
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Fashion is forever evolving, but you 
can always count on black. slick, 
seductive and bewitching, the 

pigment with staying power is amplified 
this season, worn top to toe in textures 
that work from dawn to dusk. take  
the razor-sharp shifts and boxy jacket 
combinations at calvin Klein collection, 
or the glossy leather shorts, sheer knits 
and tailored patchwork coats at Givenchy, 
proving that an ebony palette is just as 
punchy as acid brights. Mastering the  
look is easy – just mix and match fabrics, 
experiment with proportion and add 
tough-luxe accessories for extra drama. 
Are you ready to join the dark side?

Carbon, caviar and sable – black on black is the new style directive 

maxi 
lengths

Follow Ming Xi’s lead 
and dare to wear  

a floor-skimming dress 
for day with oversized 

shades for  
downtown cool
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four other ways to work it
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daria strokous Natalia Vodianova christine centenera Miroslava duma

Daytime 
sequins
dazzling detail 

works for day, too. 
Arizona Muse offsets 

a classic knit with 
a tonal high- 
shine skirt

tomboy 
tailoring
dark leopard-print 

loafers refresh elena 
egorova’s tuxedo-

inspired cut. A 
bow-bedecked bag 

adds girlish flair 

the new black

SHOP tHe new black4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_New_Black


Jacket, shirt, skirt, pants 
and shoes by Marc 

Jacobs; ring by Lanvin

the game  
changer

Welcome to the wonderful world of Marc Jacobs. 
From the runway to your closet, it all starts here

PhotograPhs: PhiliP sinden  styling: natalie BreWster



Jacket, shirt, skirt, pants and shoes by Marc Jacobs; 
cuffs by Marc by Marc Jacobs

Jacket, dress, shoes, scarf and necklace by Marc Jacobs

The thing about Marc Jacobs is that he’s 
always ahead of the game. A visionary 
who presses the style-reset button 

each season, he knows what we want 
before we do and makes fashion fun. 

What might look a little daunting on the 
runway is infinitely wearable up-close; 
it’s his attention to detail that makes 
each piece so special. Lucky, then, 
that his new collection is packed 

with sure-fire hits: playful textures 
– tweed woven with tinsel, bright lamé 
and chunky crochet knits – and clever 

shapes, including lampshade skirts, boxy 
sweaters and oversized tailored jackets. 
This season, layering is absolutely key 

– try skirts over pants and wrap scarves 
over shirts. It’s all-out cool.



Jacket, skirt and pants by Marc Jacobs; shoes by McQ Alexander 
McQueen; ring by Alexander McQueen

Dress and pants by Marc Jacobs; shoes by Jimmy Choo; 
ring by Maison Martin Margiela

SHOP marc jacObS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Marc_Jacobs


Shirt, skirt, shoes and scarf by Marc Jacobs Cardigan, shirt, pants and shoes by Marc Jacobs; 
ring by Alexander McQueen



Sweater and skirt by Marc Jacobs; shoes by Miu Miu; earrings by Lanvin Sweater and skirt by Marc Jacobs; shoes by Miu Miu; 
earrings by Oscar de la Renta
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SHOP marc jacObS4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/Designers/Marc_Jacobs


Statement silhouettes, intergalactic metallics and optical prints:  
let us take you to a whole new fashion dimension

photographS by koray bira nd   
StyLing by traCy tayLor

Coat by Meadham 
Kirchhoff; leggings 
by Etro; ear cuff and 
ring by Repossi; ring 
by Yves Saint Laurent; 
bag by 3.1 Phillip Lim 
 



Left: top by Marc 
Jacobs; cutout skirt by 

Chalayan; sequined skirt 
by Moschino Cheap & 

Chic; boots by 3.1 
Phillip Lim; visor by 

Alexander McQueen; 
rings by Repossi; ring  

by Yves Saint Laurent; 
bag by Lanvin. 

Right: jacket, top and 
pants by Kenzo; necklace 

by Kenneth Jay Lane; 
gloves by KARL 

 

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cyber_Couture_


Top and skirt by 
Hakaan; boots by 
Versace; visor by 

Alexander McQueen; 
cuffs by Eddie  

Borgo; cuff by Yves 
Saint Laurent



Left: vest by Christopher 
Kane; top by Preen; 
pants by Preen Line; bag 
by Christian Louboutin.
Right: jacket by Lanvin; 
skirt by Altuzarra; boots 
by Yves Saint Laurent; 
ear cuff by Repossi; 
earrings by Erickson 
Beamon; ring by Yves 
Saint Laurent 

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cyber_Couture_


Dress by Mary 
Katrantzou; boots 
by Oscar de la Renta; 
visor by Alexander 
McQueen; cuffs by 
Eddie Borgo; cuff by 
Marc by Marc Jacobs; 
gloves by KARL 



Left: top and skirt  
by Antonio Berardi; 
boots by Versace;  
cuffs by Eddie  
Borgo; cuff by Yves  
Saint Laurent.  
Right: tunic and pants  
by Miu Miu; visor by 
Alexander McQueen; 
rings by Repossi; ring by 
Yves Saint Laurent; bag 
by Christian Louboutin 

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cyber_Couture_


Left: top by Antonio 
Berardi; leggings by 
Alexander Wang; earrings 
by Eddie Borgo; cuff by 
Alyssa Norton, gloves by 
KARL; bag by Versace.
Right: coat and dress by 
Chalayan; boots by Oscar 
de la Renta; earrings and 
cuff by Eddie Borgo; cuff 
by Marc by Marc Jacobs; 
rings by Repossi; ring by 
Yves Saint Laurent



Coat by Altuzarra; 
pants by Vanessa 

Bruno Athé; shoes 
by Giuseppe Zanotti; 

visor by Alexander 
McQueen; ring and 

ring by Repossi; ring 
by Yves Saint 

Laurent; belt by 
Philosophy di 

Alberta Ferretti

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cyber_Couture_


Left: top by Alexander 
Wang; skirt by Tibi; 
boots by Versace; ear 
cuff by Repossi; necklace 
by Kenneth Jay Lane; 
cuffs by Eddie Borgo.
Right: top and pants by 
3.1 Phillip Lim; shoes by 
Charlotte Olympia; ear 
cuff and ring by Repossi   
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Top by Les Chiffoniers; 
pants by Prabal Gurung; 
boots by 3.1 Phillip Lim; 
visor by Alexander 
McQueen; cuff by Marc 
by Marc Jacobs; cuff 
by Eddie Borgo; 
gloves by Todd Lynn 

SHOP tHe StOry4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Cyber_Couture_


runway trend... 
in the pink 

For a beauty update that’s as pretty as a picture, 
tune into fall’s infatuation with shimmering rose 

blush. Swept liberally over cheekbones, it’s the ideal 
alternative to summer’s golden-bronze palette and 
provides a jolt of color that’s universally flattering. 

Because no chic outfit 
is complete without 
makeup to match...
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beauty
the

edit shop in the pink4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Think_Pink


THE BEAUTY EDIT

hair do... 
top knots

the classic topknot is elevated to new heights for fall – 
just see rosie Huntington-Whiteley’s super-sleek do,  
or Mary Katrantzou’s tousled chignons. “it’s all about 
extremes,” says celebrity hairdresser, Barney Martin. 
“Go for pumped-up texture or a high-shine finish.”

makeup muse... 
Valentine 
Fillol-
Cordier 
The chic London-based 
Parisian stylist reveals the 
secrets of her low-key look
Any French beauty traditions?
My mother only washes her face with 
water; my grandmother uses soap.
Your go-to products? i love Avène’s 
eau thermale and Aquaphor by eucerin. 
Makeup essentials? Laura Mercier’s 
tinted Moisturizer and Undercover 
Pot, and clarins’ Beauty Flash Balm.
And your scents of choice?
Parfums de Nicolai’s cologne Friction 
and chanel’s coromandel for after dark.
Your ultimate beauty icon? 
italian actress Monica Vitti. 
tip for effortless parisian style? 
Let your hair dry naturally and just  
see what happens.  
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MAc cremesheen 
Lipstick in Saigon Summer
YSL rouge Pur couture 
Lipstick in Le Orange 13 
clarins Jolie rouge 
Lipstick in Hot Pink

1
2
3

talking point... 
hip pop
Add pow to your pout with the 
new wave of high-voltage lipsticks. 
Here are our top fall picks: 

    tHe LASt WOrd... cAMO MAKeS A BeAUtY cAMeO tHiS  
    FALL WitH diOr’S GOLdeN JUNGLe KHAKi PALette. We 
 LOVe tHe triO OF eYeSHAdOWS FOr A WiLd SMOKY eYe. 



This week’s global hotlist of film, music, art and more

It’s all gorgeous drama, opulence and wintery 
luxe for Keira Knightley’s wardrobe in the new 
adaptation of Anna Karenina. Directed by Joe 
Wright (Atonement, Pride & Prejudice), Knightley 
plays the tragic Russian aristocrat to Jude Law’s 
cuckolded husband, while the rakish Aaron 
Johnson stars as her lover, Count Vronsky. Our 
hopes are high for this one. Out September 7 (UK)

mOVIe 
RussIAn ROmAnCe

phOtOgRAphy 
behInD the Lens

guCCI

nInA RICCI

Few can validate style like 
blogger and photographer, 

scott schuman (inset), 
who's back with a second 

book, The Sartorialist: Closer. 
expect a new collection of  

shots capturing the best  
in global street style. 
Released September 6 

shop russian romance4

shop books4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Books_
http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Russian_Romance


get the
LOOK

musIC 
One tO WAtCh

We’re a little bit in love with brit 
musician and model marika hackman.  
A former bandmate of fellow model 
Cara Delevingne and the current face  
of burberry eyewear campaign, the 
nico-esque marika’s double A-side  
“you Come Down” and “mountain 
spines” is out now.
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bOOK
CApItAL gAIns

expect good things from the always-stylish author Zadie 
smith’s new book, NW (Hamish Hamilton). set in north-

west London, her first work of fiction in seven years sees 
four friends who grew up on the same housing estate 

reunited. As cool and confident as you’d imagine.

LIFestyLe
hOOp DReAms
Just think of the amazing 
wardrobe potential in 
this. It’s the retro fitness 
craze that’s come full 
circle – hula hooping is 
now the exercise of 
choice for hollywood’s 
most fashionable faces, 
including beyoncé 
and Liv tyler. even 
michelle Obama is a fan, 
while pop diva grace 
Jones hula-ed her way 
through her performance 
at the Queen’s Diamond 
Jubilee Concert earlier 
this summer.

culture & StYle

shop marika’s style4

http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/Marika_Hackman_Style


In next week’s onlIne magazIne:

It’s new, it’s stunning and it’s a NET-A-PORTER exclusive. 
Get ready to love Esteban’s capsule collection

sIgn up for fashIon news4

Cortazar
EstEban

THE RETURN OF

http://www.net-a-porter.com/am/emailUpdatesRegistration.nap


http://www.net-a-porter.com/Shop/List/The_Game_Changer_Issue
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